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 Carleton Condominium Corporation No. 286 

 275 Charlotte Street 

 Ottawa, Ontario  K1N 9L1  
 

December 2017 

 

 

Memo To: New Owners and Residents - CCC 286 

 

Subject: Information Letter 

 

It is a pleasure for the Board of Directors, on behalf of all the Owners in Carleton Condominium 

Corporation No. 286, to welcome you to the condominium.  The purpose of this letter is to provide 

you with a variety of information that will be useful to you, especially upon your arrival as you 

become oriented to the building and its common elements. 

 

CCC 286, located at 275 Charlotte Street, is a 12-unit condominium that was constructed in 1984 

and registered in mid-May 1985.  The common elements of the condominium are managed for the 

group of Owners by the Board of Directors and by our Property Manager.  We also have in our 

employ a part-time Building Cleaner, who is supervised by the Property Manager. The Building 

Cleaner does not live on the premises, but works at the condominium from Monday through Friday 

during the hours of approximately 9:00 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.  Please note that the Cleaner’s duties 

relate solely to the common elements of the condominium; therefore, during his/her assigned work 

hours, the Cleaner should not be asked to perform work on behalf of any particular resident. 

 

The members of the Board of Directors are: 

Howard Simkover President & Treasurer  Unit 9  613-236-6911 

David Mulrooney Secretary   Unit 5  613-858-1304 

Brian Staples Member at Large  Unit 1  613-231-7964 

 

You can also communicate with the Board by emailing to: 275charlottestreet@gmail.com 

 

The Property Manager is: Ms. Anne Makuch, Capital Integral Property Management Inc. 

Telephone: 613-722-1232, Extension 109 

    Emergency Telephone Number (24 hours): 613-788-9143 

Facsimile: 613-651-0306 

E-mail:   amakuch@cimanagement.ca 

 

The Building Cleaner is: Manuel (Manny) Alves (Rio Building Cleaning Inc.) 

 

Please note that this letter is not intended to replace the By-laws, Declaration, Rules & Regulations 

or the Agreement of Purchase & Sale.  We advise you to read the Agreement of Purchase & Sale, 

including the Declaration and the Declaration Amendments of 2003 and 2013, very carefully as these 

documents contain a great deal of information that is important to your understanding of the legal 
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and practical requirements of condominium living.  A copy of our condominium’s Rules & 

Regulations is also attached to this letter. We encourage you to read the Rules & Regulations very 

carefully as well. You may also wish to obtain a copy of the Protecting Condominium Owners Act 

(2015) from the Government of Ontario. The Condominium Act is also on the World Wide Web at:  

http://www.e-laws.gov.on.ca/ 

 

The topics covered in this letter relate to information that the Board has transmitted to Owners and 

Residents over the years through letters, notices, minutes of regular Board meetings, and minutes of 

Annual General Meetings.  If you have any questions on the contents of this letter, or indeed any 

questions about the condominium at all, please feel free to contact any member of the Board. We 

shall be very happy to help you. 

 

The Board points out that it does not act as an interface between Owners and their tenants.  The 

Board expects that Owners will provide all necessary information to their tenants, including copies 

of the By-laws, Rules and any pertinent determinations by the Board.  Arrangements have been put 

in place to ensure that this Information Letter will be provided as soon as practicable to all new 

Owners and Tenants in the condominium.  Under the Protecting Condominium Owners Act, tenants 

are required to obey fully all By-laws, Rules and Board determinations.  If there are any problems 

with a particular Tenant, the Board or the Property Manager will request the Owner of the Unit to 

take the appropriate action. 

 

The Rules are attached to this letter as an Appendix. 

 

The Board of Directors is hopeful that the information in this letter will prove useful to you. The 

topics are listed in alphabetical order and an index has been provided for easy reference.  As a new 

Owner or Tenant who will soon be moving to the condominium, the Board draws your immediate 

attention to the information regarding Moving, Enterphone, Enterphone Panel and Connections 

(Telephone, Internet & Cable TV). 

 

Please let us know if you have any ideas or suggestions that will improve the operation of the 

condominium.  The Board is always pleased to receive input or feedback. 

 

 

 

Board of Directors 

CCC 286 
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1. AIR-CONDITIONERS 

In 1986, subsequent to a discussion at the Annual General Meeting that year, the Board acted to 

transfer the ownership of the rooftop air-conditioning units to the individual Owners.  The 

responsibility to maintain or replace these items is therefore that of each Owner.  You will note that a 

lock protects the rooftop hatch to the building, and the key is only available through the Board of 

Directors or the Property Manager.  If you engage a service company to carry out maintenance on 

your air-conditioning unit, you must make the necessary arrangements to be present to permit entry 

to the building, to your Unit, and to the roof.  It is your responsibility to ensure that the roof hatch is 

re-locked securely.  The rooftop air-conditioning units have been numbered to indicate their 

correspondence with the individual condominium Units. 

 

2. BALCONIES 

Please see the attached Rules & Regulations for important information about the use of the 

balconies. The Board has set out certain limits on what may be placed on the balconies, e.g. firewood 

and bicycles, to ensure that the building maintains an appropriate appearance. Note that bicycles are 

not permitted on the balconies. As the balconies are a common element, no Owner or Tenant is 

permitted to make any structural or other modifications to them, such as drilling into the concrete to 

hang plants, painting the railings or the concrete floor, or for any other purpose, without the prior 

written consent of the Board. 

 

Of particular note is the matter of carpets on the balconies. While carpets are permitted on the 

balconies, it is expressly prohibited for carpets to be glued or otherwise affixed to the balcony 

surfaces. In 2003, the Condominium Corporation carried out very expensive balcony restoration 

work, which included the installation of special waterproof membranes to protect the concrete 

surfaces of the balconies. Gluing a carpet to the membrane would cause damage to the membrane. In 

addition, as a basic principle, gluing or otherwise affixing anything to the balcony surfaces or walls 

represents a change to a common element that is not permitted without the consent of the Board. 

 

3. BUILDING CONTROL SYSTEMS 

Please note that the control systems in the condominium, including the fans, thermostats, electric 

light and heating timers, are under the sole control of the Board and its designated agents (Property 

Manager).  No resident should tamper with any of these controls. 

 

4. CHIMNEYS 

Every year in the fall, per the Fire Regulations, the Board arranges for an inspection of the chimneys. 

This is to ensure that there is not an accumulation of creosote in the chimneys, which can present a 

fire hazard.  The inspection of the chimneys is paid for out of the common fees; however, if your 

chimney requires cleaning, you may be billed for this expense.  The details of the arrangements for 
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the chimney inspection and cleaning are provided by letter to all Owners/Tenants well in advance of 

the actual date. It should be noted that it is the responsibility of the Owner to ensure that someone is 

present in the Unit to grant entry to the service person carrying out the inspection (and the cleaning, 

if required). 

 

5. COMMON ELEMENTS 

The Board encourages all residents to treat the common elements of the property with care and 

respect.  Any damage to the common elements must be repaired at a cost to all Owners, through the 

common fees. The Board makes every effort to keep the condominium fees as low as possible.  We 

need your help, support and cooperation in this regard.  While the point may be an obvious one, you 

should not throw papers, cigarette butts, or any other refuse on the garage floor, on the lawns, 

anywhere on the common elements or from the balconies.  It is up to all residents to contribute to a 

tidy appearance for our condominium. 

 

No one is permitted to make any modifications to a common element without the prior written 

agreement of the Board. This includes common elements over which an Owner has exclusive use, 

such as the balconies, storage lockers and Parking Spaces. 

 

6. COMMUNICATIONS 

As a means of facilitating effective communications in the condominium, the Board has erected a 

bulletin board in the passageway between the lobby and the garage, and another bulletin board in the 

rear stairwell, between the first and second floors.  The bulletin board between the lobby and the 

garage is intended for “official” communications and notices from the Board. Any resident may use 

the bulletin board in the rear stairwell to post notices, photos, advertisements or other items of 

interest. 

 

7. COMPOSTER 

In the spring of 2003, the condominium installed a composter on the property for the use of 

residents. The composter is located just outside the garage door exit next to Parking Space No. 7 (at 

the rear of the garage, close to the Russian Embassy). For information on the proper use of the 

composter, please consult the notice posted on the inside of the exit door near the composter. 

 

8. CONDOMINIUM FEES 

Condominium fees are due on the first of each month. Effective June 2014, all monthly 

condominium fees must be paid solely by post-dated cheque, which Owners are responsible to 

provide to the Property Manager in a timely manner. Note that we have moved back to using post-

dated cheques and away from automated debits in order to avoid substantial bank charges to the 

Condominium Corporation. 
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9. CONNECTIONS – TELEPHONE, INTERNET AND CABLE TV 

In order for your telephone, Internet and Cable TV service to be connected, it may be necessary for 

the service provider(s) to have access to your Unit.  Arrangements for access to your Unit are your 

responsibility and do not involve the Board or the Property Manager.  The telephone, Internet and 

Cable TV connections may also require that the service people perform some work in the Electrical 

Room, which is a locked area in the garage, so you must coordinate the time of the service 

provider’s visit with the Property Manager or the Board. You can borrow the key to the Electrical 

Room from the Property Manager or a Board member. 

 

The condominium also has a policy with regard to Satellite TV systems. Please contact the Property 

Manager to obtain a copy of this policy. In short, a satellite dish can only be erected in accordance 

with the terms and conditions of the Policy, which also requires that the Unit Owner sign an 

agreement with the Condominium Corporation, taking full responsibility for the system. 

 

10. DOOR-KNOCKERS 

Please see the attached Rules & Regulations for information regarding door-knockers. 

 

11. ELECTRICITY AND WATER 

While the Condominium Corporation, through the common fees, pays the costs of electrical power 

for the common elements, each resident is responsible to pay his/her electricity provider (e.g. Ottawa 

Hydro) for the electricity consumed in his/her Unit.  You will be billed directly by your provider. 

 

The cost for water consumed in the common elements is paid by the Condominium Corporation.  In 

the spring of 2013, the Owners made a change to the Declaration making the Unit Owners 

responsible for the cost of water consumed inside the Units. A water meter was installed in each 

Unit, inside the Unit’s Utility Room. The Board arranges to read the water meters in the Units once 

per year, around the end of May, and arranges for either a “dividend” or an additional payment by 

each Owner, depending on how much water has been consumed in the Unit during the year. If any 

Owner or Resident has questions about this process, they are encouraged to speak with the Treasurer 

of the condominium. 

 

12. ELEVATOR 

In the event of a mechanical problem or other emergency in the elevator, you may signal for help 

with the electric bell button.  You should also note that there is an emergency telephone in the 

elevator in a small compartment located below the control panel. By pushing the indicated button on 

the telephone, you will be placed in direct contact with the elevator repair company. While the 

elevator itself will “stop” during a power failure, the emergency telephone can be expected to 

continue to operate. In the event of a power failure, the elevator repair company will send a 

technician or City Emergency Personnel to free you if you are “trapped” in the elevator. 
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The elevator should never be used during a fire. 

 

We are a small building, with just one elevator. The elevator is by far the most expensive item 

included in our Reserve Fund Study, and eventually the elevator and its hydraulic equipment will 

need to be refurbished or completely replaced, at a very high cost. It is therefore in our collective 

interest to make the elevator last as long as possible. The Board therefore requests that you use 

the elevator only when truly required. 

 

In a nutshell: 

The Board understands that taking the stairs is not an option for all of us, but it is an option for many 

of us. We encourage everyone to think about taking the stairs, especially if you are: 

 physically able to 

 going down 

 not carrying heavy items 

 going up only one or two floors 

 

13. ENTERPHONE 

The Enterphone in the vestibule works over the regular telephone lines.  That is, if someone rings 

you from the Enterphone, your telephone will ring in your Unit.  It is for this reason that when you 

move into the building and have your name displayed on the Enterphone panel, you will have to 

provide your telephone number to the Property Manager so that the Enterphone can be programmed 

appropriately.  (Obviously, if you have moved in but do not yet have a telephone number, you 

cannot be signalled on the Enterphone; please keep this in mind when you are arranging your 

moving date / telephone installation date / deliveries).  There is no need to be concerned if you have 

an unlisted telephone number; the only use of your number is to program the Enterphone. You may 

also use a cellphone number as the number programmed into the Enterphone. 

 

In order to open the front door of the building for visitors via the Enterphone system, you press the 

nine (9) button on your telephone and hold it for a few seconds. 

 

Another point to keep in mind is that if you are using your telephone at the same time as someone is 

trying to reach you from the lobby Enterphone, the person in the lobby will receive a busy signal and 

will have to wait until you hang up.  The only way around this situation is to obtain the Call Waiting 

feature on your local telephone service.  This feature provides an audible beep on the line if you have 

another call coming in; you can switch to the other call very easily. 

 

Please note that the Enterphone will disconnect automatically after approximately 45 seconds, so it 

should not be used for other than directive purposes. 
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14. ENTERPHONE PANEL 

Your name can (if you wish) be displayed on the panel in the front vestibule.  In order to have this 

done, please speak to the Property Manager.  You will note that the Unit numbers and the floor 

locations are not displayed beside the occupants’ names.  This results from a decision taken in 1988 

by the Board of Directors to strengthen the security of the building.  People who come to see you 

regularly will soon learn where your Unit is located in the building; at first you will have to 

remember to tell them your Unit number and floor when they call you on the Enterphone.  If you are 

receiving a delivery (e.g. pizza), you simply have to tell the person these details over the Enterphone 

each time. 

 

15. GARAGE 

The Rules & Regulations explain that only motorized vehicles or bicycles are to be parked in the 

garage.  The Board discourages the retention of bicycles in the Units, as this tends to track dirt into 

the halls and the elevator.  The cleaning of the common element rugs and wooden door thresholds is 

an expensive operation, shared by all Owners, and the Board requests that every effort be made to 

reduce our costs in this area. 

 

16. GARBAGE 

Please see the Rules & Regulations for important information regarding garbage disposal. In 

particular, it very important that items of garbage, especially organic garbage, be placed in sealed 

plastic bags before being put in the chute or the bin.  Otherwise, there will be offensive odours in the 

building, as well as soiling of the chute that will have to be steam-cleaned at a high expense to all 

Owners. The following points have been posted in each Garbage Chute Room on the three floors of 

the building: 

A. This chute MUST NOT be used for: 

a.  Bags or items larger than 50 cm / 20 inches 

b.  Heavy bags or items 

B. All organic wastes must be TIGHTLY SEALED in plastic bags.  These include food waste, 

pet waste, diapers, soil, and garden/plant waste 

C. Please push trash ALL THE WAY into the chute and ensure that it drops down 

 

If you have large or very heavy bags of garbage, please take the bags down into the garage and place 

them directly into the Garbage Bin. 

 

17. FIREWOOD 

Please refer to the Rules & Regulations.  The Board decided (in 1985) that residents may keep 

firewood on the balconies, subject to certain conditions.  Firewood can be on the balconies during 

the period from October through April only, and must be covered so as to present a neat appearance. 

Otherwise, firewood must be stored in the lockers or in your Unit. 
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18. INSURANCE 

Owners are advised to read with great care the legal and other requirements for insurance of their 

Unit, its contents and any upgrades.  These details are to be found in the Declaration, By-laws, 

Agreement of Purchase & Sale and the Condominium Act. 

 

19. KEYS - Unit Keys, Locker Keys and Common Element Keys 

Residents are responsible for the maintenance of the lock to their Unit as well as the costs for 

additional keys to this lock.  Extra Medeco keys for the storage lockers and the common element 

doors can only be obtained through the Property Manager; you will be charged for the cost of each 

additional key. 

 

The Board takes this opportunity to emphasize that the overall security of the condominium is 

closely linked to the degree of control exercised by residents with respect to the common element 

keys.  You should take every precaution to safeguard these keys to ensure that none are lost or fall 

into the wrong hands.  Loss of such keys could lead to a requirement to change all the common locks 

and all the common keys, which would be highly expensive for the condominium.  The Board or the 

Property Manager should be informed immediately if a common key has been lost or stolen.  See 

Monitored Alarm Systems (#21) for some further important points regarding keys to the Units. 

 

20. MAIL 

It is the responsibility of the resident to make any necessary arrangements with Canada Post for mail 

delivery, holding of mail due to vacation absence, pickup of registered letters or parcels, etc.  Please 

ensure that any flyers received in your mailbox are properly disposed of in a recycle bin (see #26, 

“Recycling”) and not left in the front lobby. 

 

21. MONITORED ALARM SYSTEMS 

A number of residents have arranged for monitored alarm systems in order to increase the security of 

their Units.  These technical and financial arrangements are the personal business of the residents, 

and do not involve the Board or the Property Manager. 

 

In the case of false alarms or an actual break-in to a Unit, the alarm company uses a list of telephone 

contacts who can provide access to the Unit.  This contact list is given to the alarm company by the 

resident.  Access to the Unit may be required if the resident cannot be reached and the police must be 

dispatched. 

 

For such an event, the Board has set up a lock box in the garbage chute room on the first floor of the 

building.  This lock box can be used by residents with alarm systems who wish to keep their Unit key 

there so that the police can be provided with access to the Unit.  Everyone who is involved in this 

voluntary arrangement with the lock box is strongly advised to protect the code to the box with 

great care since it is intended that only residents of this building should know the code for the 
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lock box. 

 

If you have anyone on your telephone contact list who is not a resident of this building, you must 

provide that person with separate keys to your Unit and to the building. 

 

22. MOVING 

The timing of all moves in and out of the building must be arranged through the Property Manager. 

In order to facilitate your move, it will be helpful to have access to the control key for the elevator, 

which enables the elevator to be stopped during loading or unloading.  To borrow the control key, 

please contact the Property Manager who will make arrangements for a Board member to provide the 

key to you.  Please return the key to a Board Member immediately that your move is completed.  To 

save wear and tear on the front door to the building, and to avoid damage to the area of the 

front entrance, to the extent possible all moving should be done through the garage door 

entrance.  We recognize that some large items cannot be brought in through the garage and, for 

those, the Board asks that you instruct your mover to be extremely careful when coming through the 

front door on Charlotte Street. Any damage caused to the common elements will be charged back to 

you. 

 

23. NEWSPAPERS 

Newspapers delivered to the condominium are placed in a rack in the vestibule.  If you have a 

newspaper delivered, please minimize the amount of time it remains in the front entrance.  

Newspapers that are not picked up will be disposed of the next day by the Building Cleaner.  

Obviously, newspapers that are delivered to the condominium are the property of the subscribers and 

are not for the use of non-subscribers. 

 

24. PARKING 

We ask you to take particular care in parking your car so as to avoid damaging the garage doors and 

the walls of the garage.  You will be charged for the cost of repairs to the walls, garage doors, etc.  If 

you wish, you may obtain a concrete parking barrier to protect the garage wall in your parking spot.  

(The barrier may be ordered through the Property Manager.)  Please note that you should never park 

in any but your own assigned parking location, unless you have made an arrangement with the other 

involved Owner/Resident.  Contravention of this rule is equivalent to trespassing. 

 

25. PETS 

Important details with respect to pets are contained in the attached Rules & Regulations of the 

condominium. We shall summarize the main points here, but you are encouraged to read the detailed 

Rules. Please note that the Rules also apply to visitors or guests who have pets. 
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No pet that weighs more than 20 kilograms is permitted in the building. Residents must ensure that 

their pets do not behave in a manner that, in the sole discretion of the Board, constitutes a nuisance. 

With the exception of the balconies, no pet shall be permitted on any part of the common elements, 

except in transport. While in transport, the pet must either be on a leash or carried by a responsible 

person. No pet is permitted anywhere on the grass or flowerbeds of the common elements. Should 

the Board determine that a pet constitutes a nuisance, the Board may require the pet to be removed 

from the condominium. 

 

26. RECYCLING 

The Board has arranged for recycling bins located in the garage.  Signs are posted above the 

recycling bins to explain which types of materials may be recycled in which bins. 

 

Please note that cardboard boxes must be cut-up, and placed inside the appropriate bin. Our 

experience is that if they are cut up and placed next to the bin, they may not be taken away by the 

recycling contractor. 

 

27. SATELLITE TV SYSTEMS 

The installation of a satellite TV system in a Unit generally involves the placement of certain 

facilities (e.g. satellite dish, cables, etc.) on the common elements. Such systems are permitted in our 

condominium, but the system must conform to a policy that was set by the Board in 2003. If you 

wish to install a satellite TV system in your Unit, please contact the Property Manager to obtain a 

copy of the policy. If there is a satellite TV system associated with a Unit, and the Unit is sold, the 

satellite TV system must either be removed and the common elements returned to their previous 

condition, or the ownership of the system must be formally transferred (through a written agreement) 

to the new Owner of the Unit. 

 

28. SECURITY 

A critical item of special interest and concern to all residents is the security of the condominium.  

The Board encourages all residents to follow a number of simple steps that will greatly enhance the 

condominium’s security: 

 

(a) NEVER grant entry to the building to someone you do not know, or who may claim 

to be delivering an item to another Unit, including newspapers, pizza, etc. 

 

(b) ALWAYS ensure that the common element doors are closed and locked securely 

when you enter or leave the building. 

 

(c) ALWAYS wait the requisite 10 seconds when you enter or leave the garage by car to 

ensure that no one tries to gain entry through the open garage door.  Please note that 

there is an automatic timer on the garage door that keeps it open for approximately 10 
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seconds only.  You should also be aware that there is a light beam across the garage 

door that prevents the door from closing on your car and causing damage. 

 

(d) REPORT any loiterers or suspicious individuals to the police. 

 

The security of the condominium is everyone’s responsibility.  A lapse on the part of one of us 

endangers the security of all the residents.  Sadly, there have been robberies and attempted robberies 

in the condominium. The probability of future instances can be reduced or eliminated only if we are 

constantly aware of the need to maintain our security. 

 

29. SIGNS 

Owners and Residents should note that, with very limited exceptions, the Rules and Regulations 

prohibit signs, advertisements or notices on any part of the common elements, including the 

balconies, unless the sign, notice, etc., has been approved by the Board. In addition, no sign, 

advertisement or notice may be placed on the inside of the windows of a Unit. 

 

With specific regard to “For Sale” or “For Rent” signs, the Board has had a policy in place since 

1990 that limits such signs to a maximum of 3 months in any 12-month period for a Unit that is 

under the same ownership. The detailed policy and its supporting rationale can be obtained by 

requesting a copy from the Board or the Property Manager. 

 

30. SMOKE/HEAT AND CARBON MONOXIDE DETECTORS 

You will note that there are smoke/heat detectors in each Unit and also in the common areas.  If the 

smoke detector in your Unit sounds, a signal is not sent to other Units or to the common alarm. 

Please note that the condominium’s fire alarms do not connect directly to the Fire Department or to a 

monitoring agency, so that in case of fire residents must call 911 or the Fire Department. 

 

The smoke/heat detectors inside the Units (on the ceiling of the interior hallway) do not use 

batteries, but receive electrical power via the house current inside the Unit. Please do not tamper 

with the smoke detectors. Repairs to a smoke detector caused by an Owner or Resident who has 

damaged the device will be charged back to the Owner. 

 

Per the Fire Regulations, the Board arranges for annual inspections of all the smoke/heat detectors 

and other fire equipment in the building.  The cost of these inspections is paid from the common 

fees.  Please note that on the occasions of these inspections, it is the Owner’s responsibility to ensure 

that someone is in the Unit to grant entry to the inspectors so that the smoke/heat detector inside the 

Unit can be tested.  Residents will be informed by notice well in advance of the scheduled date of the 

inspection. If you do not make arrangements to provide access to your Unit, and the inspectors are 

required to make a return visit to test your smoke/heat detector, you may be charged for the return 

visit. 
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Due to a change in Ontario’s laws, effective October 15, 2015, Units in the building that have a 

fireplace are required to have a working carbon monoxide (CO) monitor. Under the law, it is the 

Unit Owner who is responsible to provide the working CO monitor. If a Unit does not have such a 

monitor, the Owner can be fined by the authorities. 

 

In order to bring the building into compliance by the October 15, 2015 deadline, the Board decided, 

on a one-time basis only, to purchase CO monitors for the Units equipped with fireplaces and to 

provide them to each Unit that did not have a working CO monitor. Going forward, the responsibility 

for CO monitors in the Units will be entirely the responsibility of the Unit Owners. 

 

The CO monitor is powered from the main electricity supply, with battery backup. The battery will 

need to be replaced periodically. The device itself needs to be replaced every 10 years. This is the 

responsibility of the Owner. 

 

31. SMOKING 

Smoking is permitted inside the Units and on the balconies.  Smoking is not permitted anywhere else 

inside the building, including the garage. 

 

32. SNOW REMOVAL 

In the event of significant snowfall, the Board has contracted for snow to be removed by 

approximately 7:30 a.m. from the garage ramp, front entrance, rear sidewalk and emergency exit. 

 

34. WINDOW CLEANING 

The Board arranges for the exterior windows of the building to be cleaned.  Residents will be 

informed of the date in advance by letter.  Please note that although the exterior surfaces of all 

exterior windows are a common element, residents are responsible to clean the windows of their 

Units that face onto the balconies; these balcony windows will not be cleaned by the contractor.  The 

reason for this is that balcony windows can easily be reached by the residents, and by not including 

these windows in the service contract the common costs (and hence the common fees) are reduced. 

 

33. WINDOW REPLACEMENT 

In accordance with the Declaration, the windows in the Units (including the patio doors and screens), 

belong to the Unit and are the responsibility of the Unit with regard to repair or replacement. 

However, since the exterior surfaces of the windows and frames are a common element, the Board 

has the authority to mandate the appearance of all windows installed in the building. In this regard, 

the Board commissioned a “Windows Report” in 2008, updated in 2010, to choose a single supplier 

of windows for the Condominium. Since the replacement of Unit windows and balcony doors is a 

cost to the Owners, every effort was made to adopt the best solution for all concerned, at the best 

price. 
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As noted in the Board Minutes of April 15, 2008: “The overriding condition for window replacement 

is that the external appearance of any new windows and frames must conform to the existing ‘look 

and feel’ of the building. The Board therefore feels it will be important to deal with only one supplier 

to ensure conformity.” 

 

The selected single supplier is Fenex, located in Orleans, Ontario. All Owners must use Fenex for 

window replacements. A copy of the Windows Report may be obtained from the Board or the 

Property Manager. 

 

The Board will re-examine its choice of the single supplier approximately every 10 years, or as 

circumstances warrant. 

 

 

* * * * * 
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Appendix A 

 
RULES & REGULATIONS 

 

CCC NO. 286 
 

 
The Owners shall observe the following Rules and Regulations, and the term “Owner” shall 
include the Owner or any other person occupying the Unit. 

 
1. Toilets, sinks and other water apparatus located in the Units shall not be used for 

purposes other than those for which they are intended, and no sweepings, 
garbage, rags, ashes, corrosive chemicals or other substances shall be thrown 
therein. Any damage or blockage resulting to the pipes in the building from misuse 
or from unusual use shall be borne by the Owner, or the Owner’s family, guests, 
visitors, tenants or agents, who caused it. 

 
2. Water in the common elements shall not be left running unless in actual use. 
 
3. With the sole exceptions indicated below, no signs, advertisements or notices 

shall be inscribed, affixed or placed on any part of the common elements, 
including the balconies, without the prior written consent of the Board. In addition, 
no sign, advertisement or notice may be placed on the inside of the windows of a 
Unit. 
Exceptions Permitted: 

 Notices placed by the Board or residents on the bulletin board located 
between the front lobby and the garage, or on the bulletin board in the rear 
stairwell; and, 

 Small notices on the inside of windows and on the exterior doors to a Unit 
indicating the presence of a burglar alarm system. 

 
4. No auction sale or “garage” sale shall be held on the property without the prior 

written authorization of the Board. 
 
5. No Owner shall do or permit anything to be done in his/her Unit or bring or keep 

anything therein which will in any way increase the risk of fire or the rate of fire 
insurance for the building, or obstruct or interfere with the rights of other Owners, 
or in any way injure or annoy them, or conflict with the laws relating to fire or with 
the regulations of the Fire Department or with any insurance policy carried by the 
Condominium Corporation, or conflict with any of the Rules or Ordinances of the 
Board of Health or with any Statute or Municipal By-law. 
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6. Nothing shall be placed on the outside of window sills or projections. No awnings, 
air conditioners or other structures shall be erected over or outside the Unit 
windows or balconies, without the prior written consent of the Board. No 
modifications shall be made to any part of the common elements without the prior 
written consent of the Board. 

 
7. Owners shall not place or permit to be placed upon the common elements, 

including those common elements for which they have exclusive use, any debris, 
refuse or garbage. All debris, refuse or garbage shall be transported by the 
Owner, his family, guests, visitors, tenants or agents to such garbage repositories 
or recycling bins as may from time to time be designated by the Board or the 
Property Manager for such purpose. All organic garbage shall be contained in 
polyethylene bags, properly tied to prevent exposure of the garbage to the air. 
Where garbage consists of very large articles, such as cartons or crates, these 
items are to be placed in the garbage bin in the garage, and not thrown down the 
garbage chute. Very large or heavy items, such as old appliances, are the 
responsibility of the Owner to have removed from the building, at the Owner’s 
cost, since such items are not included in the Condominium Corporation’s contract 
with the waste removal company. 

 
8. Owners, their families, guests, visitors, tenants and agents shall not create or 

permit the creation of or continuation of any noise or nuisance, which, in the 
opinion of the Board or the Property Manager, may or does disturb the comfort or 
quiet enjoyment of the property by other Owners, their families, guests, visitors or 
tenants. 

 
9. No noise caused by any instrument or other device, or otherwise, which in the 

opinion of the Board may be calculated to disturb the comfort of the Owners or 
Residents shall be permitted. 

 
10. Nothing shall be thrown out of the windows or doors of the buildings, or from the 

balconies. For clarity, cigarettes are not to be thrown from the balconies, and 
sweepings are not to be disposed of over the edge of the balconies. 

 
11. No mops, brooms, dusters, rugs or bedding shall be shaken or beaten from any 

window, door or any part of the common elements over which the Owner has 
exclusive use. No hanging or drying of clothes is allowed on any part of the 
common elements, including those parts of the common elements over which the 
Owner has exclusive use. 

 
12. No Owner shall keep, or allow to be kept, a dog, cat, bird or any other pet within 

his/her Unit except in accordance with the provisions of this Rule, the Declaration, 
By-Laws and other rules of the Condominium Corporation, or except with the 
express written authorization of the Board. Any written authorization of the Board 
in this regard may be subsequently revoked in writing by the Board. 
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No pet that weighs more than 20 kilograms is permitted in the building. 

 
Owners, their families, guests, visitors and tenants are to ensure that their pets do 
not behave in a manner that, in the sole discretion of the Board, constitutes a 
nuisance. 
 
With the exception of the balconies, no pet shall be permitted on any part of the 
common elements, except in transport. While in transport, the pet must either be 
on a leash or carried by a responsible person. 
 
No pet is permitted anywhere on the grass or flowerbeds of the common 
elements. For clarity, the only place that a pet is permitted on the exterior common 
elements is the walkways, and this solely in transport. 
 
Any damage caused by a pet to the common elements shall be the full 
responsibility of the Owner. 
 
Should the Board determine that a pet constitutes a nuisance, the Board may 
require an Owner to remove a pet that was the subject of such determination, and, 
failing such removal within the time set out by the Board, the Condominium 
Corporation may initiate legal action for removal of the pet. All costs incurred by 
the Condominium Corporation in enforcement of this Rule shall be borne by the 
Owner within whose Unit the pet has been kept. The Condominium Corporation 
may collect these costs from such Owner in the same manner as common 
expenses. 
 

13. Owners, their families, guests, visitors, tenants and agents shall not overload the 
electrical circuits of the building. 

 
14. No television or radio antenna, aerial, tower, dish or similar structure and 

appurtenances thereto shall be erected on or fastened to any portion of the 
common elements, including the portions of the common elements over which the 
Owner has exclusive use, without the express written authorization of the Board. 

 
15. No one shall harm, mutilate, destroy, alter or litter any of the landscaping work on 

the property, including grass, trees, shrubs, hedges, flowers or flowerbeds. 
 
16. No one shall interfere with the operation of the automated sprinkler system. No 

one other than the Board or its designated agents shall touch or otherwise tamper 
with any of the control systems in the condominium, including the fans, 
thermostats, electric light and heating timers. 

 
17. Bicycles are not permitted on the balconies. 
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18. Barbequing is not permitted on the balconies. 
 
19. Flower boxes are permitted on the balconies, but they must hang inward, not 

outward over the edge of the railings. 
 
20. Other than firewood, no stores of any combustible or offensive goods, provisions 

or materials shall be kept on the property. The storage of firewood is permitted on 
the balconies from the period of October through April, but it must be stacked and 
covered so as to present a neat appearance. 

 

21. While smoking is permitted in the Units and on the balconies, smoking is not 

permitted anywhere else on the interior and exterior common elements, including 
the garage. 

 
22. Only cars, vans, small trucks, sports utility vehicles, motorcycles or bicycles may 

be parked in the garage, and they must be parked only in the parking space(s) 
over which an Owner has exclusive use.  For clarity, other items (e.g. anti-freeze 

containers, tires, etc.) are not to be placed in the garage and shall be stored in the 
lockers. Bicycles stored in the garage are at the Owner’s own risk and 
responsibility. Note: Bicycles must not be affixed to the garage floor or walls, but 
can be affixed to a concrete parking barrier that is the property of the Owner. 

 
23. The washing of cars is permitted in the garage or on the garage ramp.  However, 

in the garage cars are to be washed only over the main drains located in the 
central portions, and all soap and/or loose dirt must be hosed down the drains. 
Mechanical repairs to cars or other motorized vehicles are not permitted in the 
garage or on the garage ramp. 

 
24. No mats are permitted in the corridors outside the Units.  As a general principle, 

rubbers/overshoes should not be left in the corridors. The Board recognizes that 
this may occur in certain circumstances for short periods of time, such as the visit 
of a contractor to a Unit or if an Owner is entertaining a group of visitors. In such 
circumstances, it is the responsibility of the Owner to ensure that the common 
element carpeting is protected from stains. 

 
25. If an Owner wishes to have a doorknocker on his/her Unit door, it must be of the 

following variety: Baldwin #0100.  The Owner is responsible to arrange for 
installation of the doorknocker, but must consult with the Board to ensure that the 
knocker is placed at a specific height.  If an Owner decides to install a 
doorknocker, and then subsequently leaves the condominium, the doorknocker 
must be either left in place or the Owner must return the door surface to its original 
condition, at the Owner’s cost, and which may involve complete replacement of 
the door. 
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26. All moving in and out of the building must be scheduled through the Property 
Manager, and must be carried out through the garage door entrance, not through 
the front door of the building on Charlotte Street. 

 
27. With the exception of car washing on the garage ramp or inside the garage and 

the requirements of a moving truck serving to move someone into or out of the 
building, the sidewalks, entry, walkways and driveways used in common by the 
Owners shall not be obstructed by any Owner or used for any purpose other than 
for ingress and egress to and from the building or his/her respective Unit. Moving 

trucks must park on the west side of the garage ramp, not the east side where the 
door is operated by the remote control. For clarity, contractors, tradespeople or 

visitors to the building are not permitted to park in the garage ramp without the 
approval of the Board. 

 
28. Any loss, costs or damages incurred by the Condominium Corporation by reason 

of a breach of the Rules and Regulations in force from time to time by any Owner, 
his family, guests, visitors or agents shall be borne by such Owner and may be 
recovered by the Condominium Corporation against such Owner in the same 
manner as common expenses. 

 
29. Carbon Monoxide Monitors 

 
The Owner of each Unit that has a fireplace is required to have a working 
carbon monoxide monitor in the Unit. Any costs associated with the carbon 
monoxide monitor are to be funded by the Owner. 
 

30. Rule Respecting Use of Units, including Leases 
 

This Rule respecting the use of CCC #286 Units is made to promote the safety, 
security and welfare of Owners and the property, and for the purpose of preventing 
unreasonable interference with the use and quiet enjoyment of the common 
elements and of other Units. 
 

A. Use of Units 

 
Each Unit shall be occupied and used only as a private single family residence, 
which may include a home office, and for no other purpose. 
 
For the purposes of this Rule, a “family” means: 
 

i. a social unit consisting of parent(s) and their children, whether natural or 

adopted; 
 

ii. a person who is single; OR 
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iii. two persons who are married to one another or are living together in a 

conjugal relationship; 

 
and includes other relatives if living with the persons defined in i, ii, and iii, above. 
 
Applications for exceptions to the above definition of a family will be considered by 
the Board of Directors of CCC #286 on a case by case basis. 
 

B. Grandfathering of Existing Occupants 

 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, this Rule shall not apply to prevent an occupant who 
was occupying one of the Units on the effective date of this Rule from continuing to 
occupy the Unit, PROVIDED THAT within 30 days of the effective date of this Rule: 
 

i. the Corporation receives written notice (signed by the occupant) stating that 

the occupant was residing in the Unit on the effective date of this Rule; AND 
 

ii. in the case of a tenant, the landlord has complied with Section 83 of the 

Protecting Condominium Owners Act, 2015 in relation to the particular 

tenancy1. 

 

C. Leasing of Units 

 
The phrase “private single family residence” shall also specifically prohibit: 
 

i. hotel or boarding or lodging house use (including time shares, a bed and 

breakfast, “Airbnb” or similar use); 
 

ii. any transient use of the Units, including, but without limiting the general 

meaning, any licence, lease, sublease or other occupancy for a planned 

duration of less than six (6) months; 

 
Any lease, tenancy or other occupancy of a Unit by someone other than the Owner 
(including any sublease) shall be for a term of not less than six (6) months. 

                                                 

1   83 (1) The owner of a unit who leases the unit or renews a lease of the unit shall, within 10 
days of entering into the lease or the renewal, as the case may be, 

(a) notify the corporation that the unit is leased; 

(b) provide the corporation with the lessee’s name, the owner’s address and a copy of the 
lease or renewal or a summary of it in the form prescribed by the Minister; and 

(c) provide the lessee with a copy of the declaration, by-laws and rules of the corporation. 

(2) If a lease of a unit is terminated and not renewed, the owner of the unit shall notify the 
corporation in writing. 1998, c. 19, s. 83 (2). 
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Exceptions 
 

i. The foregoing does not prohibit the accommodation of visitors/house sitters in 

the Unit without receipt of payment or other consideration, where that 

accommodation is incidental to and normally associated with permitted single 

family use of a dwelling unit. 
 

ii. The term of a tenancy may be for less than six (6) months where the Owner 

has a bone fide intention to complete a sale of the Unit at the conclusion of the 

tenancy. 

 
Additional provisions: 
 

 Owners leasing their Units shall advise the Corporation’s Property Manager, 

with a copy to the Board of Directors, of their intent to lease their Unit at least 

one month in advance of advertising or renting the premises. 
 

 The Owner of a leased Unit is required to give the Corporation’s Property 

Manager his/her mailing address and email address, if applicable, in order that 

official documents (e.g. financial statements, notice of meetings) can be sent 

to his or her residence or place of business, or via email. 

 
 
 
 
 

Passed by the Board of Directors, CCC No. 286, on October 25, 2017 
 




